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Chapter 1. Overview of Pricing Service

The Pricing Service is a component of IBM® Sterling Selling and Fulfillment
Foundation. It acts as a hub for every pricing calculation that occurs in IBM
Sterling Selling and Fulfillment SuiteTM. Even if pricing data is passed to a third
party, the data is funneled back through the Pricing Service before being passed to
the consuming application.

The Pricing Service provides the ability to store and maintain all the pricing data
at the Pricing Organization. Either an organization can be defined as a Pricing
Organization and maintain its own pricing data, or an organization can specify a
Pricing Organization of its choice.

The Pricing Service enables users to define price lists, maintain prices for each
product, define quantity tiers, and assign price lists either directly to customers or
indirectly to customer attributes. The Pricing Service uses price lists, pricing rules,
and customer assignments to manage customers' access to products and
appropriate prices. For example, a Pricing Organization can define prices based on
criteria such as the quantity of items ordered, the importance of the customer, the
region where the item is sold, and the time period during which the item is sold.
Price lists and pricing rules are defined and managed by the Pricing Organization.
The assignment of customers or customer attributes to a price list or pricing rule is
defined and managed by an Enterprise.

© Copyright IBM Corp. 1999, 2011 1
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Chapter 2. Overview of Price Lists

A price list is a list that defines pricing for specific items or SKUs. It consists of
header information and a list of products and their list prices. The header
information contains the name, description, currency, effectivity dates, and status
of the price list. Each price list must have a currency assigned to it, and the price
list can have a status of either Active or Inactive. The price list lines associate
products with a list price and show either positive or negative adjustments. Each
price list line has zero or more quantity tiers, and each tier can have its own list
price.

A price list can be inherited from a master price list, and additional percentage
adjustments or absolute adjustments can be defined for the child price list. For
more information about inheriting price lists, refer to the topic “Chapter 9, “Price
List Inheritance,” on page 17”.

A price list can be assigned to all the registered users of an Enterprise, anonymous
users, and all B2B customers. In addition, a price list can be assigned to one or
more customer attributes. For example, you can assign a price list to a region, for
example, Boston, or to a customer level, for example, a Gold customer.

Price lists can be administered through the IBM Sterling Business Center
application.

© Copyright IBM Corp. 1999, 2011 3
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Chapter 3. Price List Lines

Each price list line in a price list associates a product with a list price.

The difference between list price, unit price, and line price is as follows:
v The list price is the price specified in the price list. The list price does not

consider volume discounts, special pricing rules, or anything else that may affect
the price.

v The unit price is the calculated price of an item after a percentage adjustment or
an absolute adjustment has been applied to the list price.

v The line price is the price for a given line item. The line price depends upon the
list price, quantity ordered, and pricing rules.

For example, the following table shows that MXWS-1000 has a list price of $10.00.
A -$2.00 adjustment is applied to the list price, resulting in a calculated unit price
of $8.00. The line quantity ordered for MXWS-1000 is 100, resulting in a line price
of $800.00.

Product ID List Price
Absolute
Adjustment Unit Price

Quantity
Ordered Line Price

MXWS-1000 $10.00 -$2.00 $8.00 100 $800.00

Each list price can have positive or negative adjustments associated to that price.
The adjustments are usually discounts, and can be a percentage adjustment (such
as, 10%) or an absolute adjustment (such as, $10.00). For example, you can have a
price list containing several MXWS products, and you can apply adjustments to
some or all of the list prices, as shown in the following table:
v A -5% adjustment is applied to the $100.00 list price of MXWS-2000, resulting in

a unit price of $95.00. A quantity of 2 is ordered, resulting in a line price of
$190.00.

v A -$10.00 adjustment is applied to the $120.00 list price of MXWS-3000, resulting
in a unit price of $110.00. A quantity of 3 is ordered, resulting in a line price of
$330.00.

v No adjustment is applied to MXWS-4000. The list price and the unit price are
the same. A quantity of 2 is ordered, resulting in a line price of $260.00.

Product ID List Price Adjustment
Unit
Price

Quantity
Ordered Line Price

MXWS-2000 $100.00 -5% $95.00 2 $190.00

MXWS-3000 $120.00 -$10.00 $110.00 3 $330.00

MXWS-4000 $130.00 None $130.00 2 $260.00

You can specify quantity tiers for the items in a price list. In quantity-tiered
pricing, either absolute adjustments or percentage adjustments are applied to a list
price depending on the quantity ordered. For example, you can have quantity tiers
for order boundaries between 10 and 19, 20 and 29, and 30 or greater. Generally,
the greater the quantity ordered, the greater the absolute discount or percentage
discount. When the order quantity falls within one of these boundaries, either an
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absolute adjustment or a percentage adjustment is applied to the list price. If the
quantity falls outside the specified boundaries, an adjustment is not applied, and
the price defaults to the base list price.

For example, you can set up quantity-tiered pricing, as follows:
v Percentage adjustments for product MXWS-1100

If a customer orders between 10 and 99 of item MXWS-1100, a -10% adjustment
is applied to the list price. If a customer orders between 100 and 199 of item
MXWS-1100, a -15% adjustment is applied to the list price. If a customer orders
200 or more of item MXWS-1100, a -20% adjustment is applied to the list price. If
a customer orders less than 10 numbers of item MXWS-1100, it defaults to the
base list price.

v Absolute adjustments for product RDMS-1100
If a customer orders between 10 and 99 of item RDMS-1100, a -$1.00 adjustment
is applied to the list price. If a customer orders between 100 and 199 of item
RDMS-1100, a -$2.00 adjustment is applied to the list price. If a customer orders
200 or more of item RDMS-1100, a -$3.00 adjustment is applied to the list price.
If a customer orders less than 10 numbers of item RDMS-110, it defaults to the
base list price.

The following table illustrates these examples:

Product ID List Price
Quantity
Ordered

Percentage
Adjustment

Absolute
Adjustment Unit Price Line Price

MXWS-1100 $10.00 50 -10% $9.00 $450.00

MXWS-1100 $10.00 150 -15% $8.50 $1,275.00

MXWS-1100 $10.00 200 -20% $8.00 $1,600.00

MXWS-1100 $10.00 5 None $10.00 $50.00

RDMS-1100 $10.00 50 -$1.00 $9.00 $450.00

RDMS-1100 $10.00 150 -$2.00 $8.00 $1,200.00

RDMS-1100 $10.00 200 -$3.00 $7.00 $1,400.00

RDMS-1100 $10.00 5 None $10.00 $50.00

Effectivity dates can also be specified for the items in a price list. For more
information about effectivity dates, refer to the topic “Chapter 4, “Price List Line
Item Effectivity Dates,” on page 7”.
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Chapter 4. Price List Line Item Effectivity Dates

You can set effectivity dates at the line item level. By default, the price of a line
item is effective for the effective period specified for the corresponding price list.
You can also specify a special price for a particular period at the line item level by
overriding existing price list effectivity dates with new effectivity dates. This
means that the same product ID can have more than one entry with varying prices
in the same price list. In such a scenario, the system uses the lowest value of the
effective prices.

For example, let us suppose that a price list is effective from 12/01/2009 through
12/01/2010. One product ID, ProductID1, has three entries in the price list:
v One entry defines a price of $35.00. The entry does not define effectivity dates,

so its effectivity dates are the same as the price list effectivity dates.
v The second entry defines a price of $25.00 and has effectivity dates from

02/01/2010 to 08/01/2010.
v The third entry defines a price of $30.00 and is effective from 01/01/2010 to

10/01/2010.

The following table provides prices for ProductID1 on various dates:

Date Price

11/15/2009 Price not available from this price list. The
price list is not effective.

12/02/2009 $35.00: Only the first entry is effective.

01/03/2010 $30.00: The first and third entries are
effective, and the third provides the lowest
price.

05/16/2010 $25.00: All three entries are effective, and the
second provides the lowest price

09/20/2010 $30.00: The first and third entries are
effective, and the third provides the lowest
price.

11/02/2010 $35.00: Only the first entry is effective.
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Chapter 5. Price List Statuses

A price list can be in either Active status or Inactive status. A price list impacts the
prices of the items in it only if the price list is in the Active status. A pricing
organization user can assign a price list that is in the Inactive status to a customer,
but that price list will have no impact on the price applied to the customer's orders
until it is activated. A pricing organization user can change the status of a price list
in order to either activate or deactivate the price list.

In addition to a price list having a status of Active or Inactive, price list lines
within a price list can have a status of Active or Inactive. The following table
provides scenarios of how the status of a price list and price list lines determines
when prices are pulled from the price list:

If: Then:

The price list is Active and the price list
lines are Active

All the prices can be pulled from the price list
and applied to a customer's order.

The price list is Active and the price list
lines are Inactive

Only prices for items that have a price list line
as Active can be pulled from the price list and
applied to a customer's order.

The price list is Inactive and the price list
lines are Active

Prices cannot be pulled from the price list and
applied to a customer's order.

The price list is Inactive and the price list
lines are Inactive

Prices cannot be pulled from the price list and
applied to a customer's order.
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Chapter 6. Pricing Precision

Calculated prices are rounded to a fixed number of decimal places. Consider how
many decimal places you want to store and display before you create your price
lists. For example, you may want to set the unit price of some products to four
decimal places.

The precision to which prices will be displayed is set during the implementation of
Sterling Selling and Fulfillment Foundation. You can set system-level rules that
control the precision of unit prices and total prices. By default, unit price precision
is six decimal places, and total price precision is two decimal places.

Note: IBM Sterling Distributed Order ManagementTM supports a maximum of six
decimal places for unit prices and a maximum of two decimal places for total
prices. If the maximum values are exceeded, truncation and rounding issues may
occur.

Unit price precision should always be greater than or equal to total price precision.
Otherwise, a loss of pricing precision will occur on the total prices. For example, if
you set the unit price precision to 2 and the total price precision to 3, your order
total prices will have only 2 instead of 3 decimal places because the calculated
order total prices are based on the unit price.

© Copyright IBM Corp. 1999, 2011 11
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Chapter 7. Bulk Updates on a Price List

Price lists contain the prices of products in a catalog, and the catalog often contains
millions of items. If the data has to be updated, it will not be efficient or
cost-effective to update each item individually. The Pricing Service, however,
enables the performance of bulk operations on items or a category of items with a
reasonable response time. Following are some of the bulk operations that you can
perform on items or a category of items:
v Delete all the price list lines from the price list.
v Add all the items from the catalog to the price list.
v Add a percentage adjustment, for example, 5%, or an absolute adjustment, for

example, $5.00, to all the list prices.
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Chapter 8. Maintaining and Customizing a Price List

You can use the Pricing Service to deliver prices to targeted customers. To do this,
you must create price lists that are specific to customers or customer attributes,
and then associate the price lists with the targeted customers. The Pricing Service
calculates the lowest price for a product based on the active price lists associated
with a customer or customer attributes. You can use multiple price lists to offer
different prices to different customers.

When you create a price list, you select the products to be assigned to the list, and
then set the unit prices for those products within the context of the price list. You
must also set a currency, a status (Active or Inactive), and a start date and an end
date (effectivity dates) for each price list. The start date and the end date define the
range during which a price list is applicable. If the current date is not within this
range, the price list will not be used for any price calculations that are performed
for the current date. You can temporarily change a price list’s status to Inactive
while updating pricing information. After the changes are complete, you can
change the status to Active. If a price list’s status is Active and the current date is
within the price list’s effectivity dates, any change made by a pricing administrator
takes effect immediately.

A customer cannot purchase a product unless that product has been assigned to at
least one active price list associated with that customer.
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Chapter 9. Price List Inheritance

One price list can inherit the items and price information from another price list.
When a price list has one or more dependent price lists inheriting the price
information from it, that price list is called a master price list.

Some organizations maintain a master price list from which inherited price lists are
created to give certain discounts or charges to a specific customer or group of
customers. For example, if an organization has three divisions to cater to customers
in three different regions, the organization can create one master price list in which
the prices of all the items are defined, and three dependent price lists that inherit
the items and price information from the master price list. A pricing organization
user can either increase or decrease the prices that a dependent price list inherits
from a master price list by a percentage, a fixed amount, or both a percentage and
a fixed amount.

When a price list is inherited from a master price list, the inherited price list
inherits all the products and their list prices, percentage or absolute adjustments, if
any, effectivity dates, and the status and currency of the master price list. However,
the inherited price list does not inherit the assignments. A pricing organization
user can then define additional percentage adjustments or absolute adjustments to
the unit prices in the inherited price list. For example, if you have an inherited
price list for a region in which you want to charge higher prices, you may want to
define that all the prices in this inherited price list are increased by $5.00, 5%, or by
both $5.00 and 5%.

Note: If you create a new price list that is inherited from a master price list, the
inherited price list cannot define new price list lines. In addition, only one level of
inheritance is allowed.

You can also create a new price list from an existing price list by copying it. When
you copy a price list, with the exception of assignments, everything is copied to
the new price list, including the products and their list prices, percentage
adjustments or absolute adjustments, if any, effectivity dates, and the status and
currency of the price list. However, significant maintenance may be required if you
have to keep these price lists synchronized. For example, when you make changes
to one price list, such as adding an item or updating the price of an item, you
must make the same changes in all the copied price lists. If you have to keep price
lists synchronized, use the price list inheritance feature rather than copying a price
list.
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Chapter 10. Making Price Lists Sharable

If one of your customers is a parent in an hierarchy of customers, you can assign
price lists to the parent so that those price lists are automatically assigned to the
customers who are below the parent in the hierarchy. For example, in the following
figure, Customer A is parent to Customer B and Customer C. Customer C is parent
to Customer D and Customer E. If you assign a price list to Customer A and mark
that price list as sharable, the system automatically assigns that price list to
Customer B and Customer C, as well as to Customer D and Customer E.

You can specifically assign that price list to the child customer and mark that price
list as sharable. This ensures that the price list is assigned to the child (and to its
children) even if the assignment is removed from the parent.

© Copyright IBM Corp. 1999, 2011 19
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Chapter 11. Overview of Pricing Rules and Coupons

In addition to managing prices for products using price lists, you can manage
prices using pricing rules and coupons. Pricing rules and coupons manage special
offers, discounts, and charges at either the order level or the line level.

Pricing rules and coupons can be administered through the Sterling Business
Center application.

Pricing Rules
A pricing rule defines a set of conditions and actions. When the condition of a rule
is satisfied, the corresponding action is taken. For example, you can set a bulk
discount rule to specify that an item should sell for a lesser price if the customer
buys more than a specified number of the product. In the case of order rules, these
actions result in pricing adjustments, which can be either discounts or charges. For
item quantity rules, conditions are evaluated on the basis of either item IDs or item
attributes (features).

The status of a pricing rule can be either Active or Inactive. A pricing rule will be
applied only if it is in the Active state and if it is effective at the time the pricing is
performed.

Order rules are one of the following types:
v Combination: These rules are used to adjust the price of a target item ID if a

certain combination of source item IDs is present in an order. The rule is applied
only if the target item ID is already in the order. Combination rules can give a
discount to either a single target item, all the target items, or each combination
of trigger items. Combination rules may require certain quantities of item IDs to
be present, for example, buy five PCs and get a printer free.

v Item Quantity: These rules enable the specification of quantity-tiered pricing for
items. You can specify the price at which an item should be sold if a customer
buys more than a specified number of the product. You can either specify the
item by ID, or you can use item attributes (features) to select the items to which
the rule applies.
An item quantity rule can enable a percentage adjustment or absolute
adjustment on a single target item or all target items. For example, a rule can
state that if a customer buys 10 or more of a target item, a 5% adjustment is
applied to all the target items.

v Order Total: These rules take an action if the total value of the order (before
shipping and tax) falls within a range. Typically, the action is to reduce the order
total by a percentage discount or by an absolute value specified in the currency
of the rule. For example, a rule can state that if the order is over $25, a 10%
adjustment will be applied to the order.

v Shipping Charge Order Total: These rules provide discounts on shipping
charges based upon the order total. Discounts can be a fixed amount, a
percentage, or a flat fee shipping charge. For example, a rule can state that if the
order is over $25, a $5 discount will be applied to the shipping charge.

v Item Shipping Surcharge: These rules operate at the line item level to associate
a shipping surcharge with items that have a specified feature.
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For example, let us suppose that you want to charge an additional flat fee for
shipping oversized items, such as refrigerators. You can create an item attribute
type (feature type) called Oversized, and then create an Oversized: refrigerators
item attribute (feature), and associate it with all the refrigerators. When you
create the item shipping surcharge rule, you attach the surcharge by selecting
the Oversized: refrigerators feature.
When the rule applies to a product in an order, the system multiplies the
surcharge by the quantity of the item being purchased, and adds the resulting
amount to the shipping adjustment.

Note: You cannot use derived, computed, or reference attributes in pricing rules.

After you create a pricing rule, you must assign it to a certain set of customers. For
example, you can assign a pricing rule to only Gold customers.

Coupons
Coupons are a type of pricing rule, but are slightly different from the pricing rules
described earlier. The pricing rules described earlier apply to all orders, and
customers do not have to do anything to have the rules modify the prices they see
in their orders. By contrast, coupons modify the prices of items in orders only if
customers actively add the coupons to their orders. Another difference is that
pricing rules can be applied to one or more target items, whereas coupons can be
applied to only one target item. For example, an item quantity rule can apply
either a percentage adjustment or an absolute adjustment on a single item or all
target items, whereas a coupon can apply the adjustment on only one target item.

Coupons are of the following types:
v Combination: A combination coupon adjusts the price of a target item ID if a

certain combination of source item IDs is present in the order. The coupon is
applied only if the target item ID is already in the order. A combination coupon
can have one target item, many items, and one action. A combination coupon
may require that certain quantities of item IDs be present, for example, buy two
televisions and get a free DVD player.

v Item Quantity: An item quantity coupon adjusts the price of an item if the
customer buys more than a specified number of the product. An item quantity
coupon can give either a percentage adjustment or an absolute adjustment on a
single target item, and it can have one or more actions. For example, buy
between 5 and 10 DVDs and get a 10% discount; buy 11 or more DVDs and get
a 15% discount.

v Order Total: An order total coupon takes action if the total value of the order
(before shipping and tax) falls within a range. Typically, the action is to reduce
the order total by either a percentage adjustment or an absolute discount. An
order total coupon can have one target item and one or more actions. For
example, if the order total is between $100 and $200, get a 10% discount on the
order total; if the order total is greater than $200, get a 15% discount on the
order total.

v Shipping Charge Order Total: A shipping charge order total coupon applies a
discount on the shipping charge based upon the order total. The discount can be
a fixed amount, a percentage, or a flat fee shipping charge. A shipping charge
order total coupon can have one target item, many target attributes, and one or
more actions. For example, if the order total is between $100 and $200, the
shipping charge is discounted by 10%; if the order total is greater than $200, the
shipping charge is discounted by 15%.
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Note: You cannot use derived, computed, or reference attributes in coupons.

A customer can add one or more coupons to an order. A coupon affects the price
of the items in an order only if a customer and the order meet the constraints
defined for the coupon. When the pricing rules are applied, the rule associated
with the coupon is also applied, and if it is valid for that order, the rule modifies a
line item price in the same way as the other pricing rules.

You can set a flag on a coupon to indicate that the coupon is an exclusive coupon.
The following rules govern the application of exclusive coupons in an order:
v Either a single exclusive coupon or multiple nonexclusive coupons can be

applied to a coupon target.
v An item-targeted exclusive coupon does not conflict with any order-level

coupon.
v An order-level exclusive coupon does not conflict with any item-targeted

coupon.
v An item-targeted exclusive coupon is exclusive with another item-targeted

coupon only if the targets are the same, and vice versa.
v An order total exclusive coupon is exclusive with any other order total coupon,

and vice versa.
v If more than one exclusive coupon is specified in an order, only the first

exclusive coupon is applied to the order.

The Pricing Service provides management APIs for pricing rules, coupons, and
price lists. For more information about management APIs for pricing rules,
coupons, and price lists, refer to the Sterling Selling and Fulfillment Foundation:
Javadocs.

Order Pricing Examples
If a customer adds a coupon to an order, the rule associated with the coupon can
apply an adjustment (discount or charge) to a line item. For example:
v Buy one, get one free

If you buy two of an item, the second item is free.
v Special offer for Gold distributors

If you buy more than $1,000.00 worth of items, you get 10% off. If you are a
customer user contact who belongs to a customer with a relationship type of
Distributor, your customer level is Gold, and your order total (before tax and
shipping) is greater than $1,000.00, the order total is reduced by 10%.

v Orders over $150.00 qualify for free shipping
If you buy products totaling $150.00 or more, shipping charges are waived.

You can define some pricing rules using item attributes. For example, if you buy a
wireless-ready laptop, you get a free carry case. Any order containing a laptop that
has the wireless-ready feature satisfies this rule.

Chapter 11. Overview of Pricing Rules and Coupons 23
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Chapter 12. Assigning a Pricing Rule or a Coupon to
Customer Attributes

You can assign a pricing rule or a coupon to one or more sets of customer
attributes, such as vertical, relationship type, customer level, and region. Vertical
indicates the industry a customer belongs to, such as Education or Government.
Relationship type indicates whether a customer is a reseller, distributor, a contract
manufacturer, and so on. Customer level indicates tiered values representing a
customer’s status, such as Gold, Platinum, or Silver. Region indicates a defined
geographic territory.

For example, you can assign a pricing rule or a coupon as follows:
v If you want to assign a pricing rule or coupon to customers in the Boston area,

you can assign it to attribute region=Boston.
v If you want to assign a pricing rule or coupon to customers serving the

educational market, you can assign it to attribute vertical=Education.
v If you want to assign a pricing rule or coupon to gold-level customers, you can

assign it to attribute customer level=Gold.
v If you want to assign a pricing rule or coupon to customers who are resellers,

you can assign it to attribute relationship type=Reseller.

You can also assign a pricing rule or coupon to several customer attributes, such as
all gold-level customers in the Boston area who are serving the educational market.
For example, you can assign a pricing rule to attributes region=Boston,
vertical=Education, and customer level=Gold.

The behavior of assigning pricing rules and coupons to customer attributes is
similar to that of assigning price lists to customer attributes. The best matched
region does not make sense in the case of rules; all the rules that are applicable for
the U.S. region are also applicable for the East Coast region or West Coast region.

Generally, you assign rules to specific regions rather than hierarchically defining
rules based on regions. The assignment of customer attributes to a pricing rule or
coupon also happens at the Enterprise level.

Given a customer, pricing rules that are assigned explicitly to that customer and
the pricing rules assigned based on customer attributes are used. There is no
precedence as in price list selection.
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Chapter 13. Mapping a Pricing Rule or Coupon Adjustment to
Charges

Order Management stores the adjustments that are generated as part of a pricing
call using a charge category and charge name combination. The Pricing Service
returns these attributes during the pricing call, based on the data configured for
each pricing rule action. When multiple pricing rules are applicable, adjustments
from the pricing rule actions are applied cumulatively.

The pricing module uses the charge category and charge name, as follows:
v The pricing module uses only the charge category and charge names that are

defined within a given Pricing Organization, and for the document type Sales
Order (0001 only).

v Every pricing rule can also be associated with a charge category and charge
name that is defined within a given Pricing Organization as follows:
– A pricing rule generating a charge (percentage or absolute) cannot have a

charge name that is defined as discount only.
– A pricing rule generating a discount (percentage or absolute) cannot have a

charge name that is defined as billable only.
– A pricing rule giving a flat fee discount cannot have a charge name that is

defined as billable only. It should always be a discount.
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Chapter 14. Assigning a Price List

After you create a price list, you must make it available to customers. You can
assign the price list to either specific customers or to customer attributes.

The following three financial rules that are part of Sterling Distributed Order
ManagementTM can be enabled at the Enterprise level:
v Use The Price List Assigned To The Closest Customer In The Hierarchy
v Use The Price List Assigned To The Exact Or Closest Region In The Region

Hierarchy
v Exclude Attribute Assignments Of A Price List If Direct Assignments Exist

Price list assignments can be administered through the Sterling Business Center
application.

Assigning a Price List to Customers
The assignment of price lists to customers occurs at the Enterprise level, where the
customer data resides.

Customers are of the following types:
v Business customers (B2B)
v Consumer customers (B2C) or registered users
v Anonymous users

You can assign a price list to all the registered users of an Enterprise, anonymous
users, an all B2B customers.

You can also assign a price list to a specific business customer (B2B) and share the
price list with that customer’s child customers. If you do not assign a price list to a
specific customer, the price list is assigned to all the customers.

You can have a hierarchy of customers, where each customer in the hierarchy
shares its price lists with its child customers. When you enable the Use The Price
List Assigned To The Closest Customer In The Hierarchy rule, the following
behavior occurs. If a price list is assigned directly to a customer, that price list is
used. If a price list is not assigned directly to a customer, the price list assigned to
the parent customer is used. If a price list is not assigned to that parent customer,
the price list of the next customer higher in the hierarchy is used.

Assigning a Price List to Customer Attributes
You can assign price lists to one or more customer attributes, such as vertical,
relationship type, customer level, and region. For example:
v If you want to assign a particular price list to customers in the Boston area, you

can assign the price list to attribute region=Boston.
v If you want to assign a particular price list to customers serving the educational

market, you can assign the price list to attribute vertical=Education.
v If you want to assign a particular price list to gold-level customers, you can

assign the price list to attribute customer level=Gold.
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v If you want to assign a particular price list to customers who are resellers, you
can assign the price list to attribute relationship type=Reseller.

You can also assign a particular price list to several customer attributes, such as all
gold-level customers in the Boston area who are serving the educational market.
For example, you can assign a price list to attributes region=Boston,
vertical=Education, and customer level=Gold.

You can define additional attributes according to your business requirements. You
assign price lists to attributes at the Enterprise level, where customer attributes
data resides.

The Pricing Service uses the Use The Price List Assigned To The Exact Or Closest
Region In The Region Hierarchy rule, which is defined at the Enterprise level, to
determine the most specific region price list to use for pricing. If this rule is not
set, the Pricing Service considers all the price lists from the region hierarchy. For
example, assume that Customer A is assigned two price lists; one price list is
assigned by the customer’s region (such as Massachusetts), and the other price list
is assigned by the customer’s type (such as Gold member). When this rule is
turned on, it uses the price list assigned by region, even if the price is higher. In
addition, it uses the price list that is assigned to the region closest to the customer
in the region hierarchy.

Assigning a Price List Based on Customers Or Customer Attributes
In the context of a B2B customer, the price lists that are assigned directly to that
customer and the price lists that are assigned based on customer attributes are
used for price determination.

Price list assignment behavior can be modified to pick the price lists that are
assigned to a customer or to any customer higher in the hierarchy. If no such
assignment exists, the price list is picked based on customer attributes. This
behavior is controlled at the Enterprise level by the Exclude Attribute
Assignments Of A Price List If Direct Assignments Exist rule. It gives precedence
to the assignments that are based on customers over the assignments that are
based on customer attributes.
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Chapter 15. Pricing Bundles

A bundle is a package containing both products and services. It comprises a
bundle parent and one or more child lines. The child lines can be products,
services, or other bundles.

A bundle parent is treated like any other order line as far as pricing is concerned.
The line total is calculated like any other line. The order total includes the bundle
parent as well as components, if any. A bundle can have a unit price, charges, and
taxes like any other line.

There is an IsLinePriceForInformationOnly attribute at the order line level that
can suppress a line's price so that it is excluded from the order total. If you want
to have a price for a line, but do not want to include it in the order total, set this
attribute for the corresponding component. For bundles, if a component's price is
included in the package itself, but you want to store the individual line's price in
case of cancellation or return, you can set the attribute on the line. In order to
reflect the special price of a bundle, you can choose to set attributes for
components so that the price of the components is not reflected in the total price of
the order.

The following table shows an example of a bedroom package bundle and its
components:

Bedroom Package Line Total Amount Price for Information Only

Bedroom Package (Bundle) $500

Dresser $200 Y

Nightstand $100 Y

Bed Set Package (Bundle) $300 Y

Under normal circumstances, the order total will be the sum of all lines, which in
this case is $1,100. Instead, if the order is priced differently based on the bundle
parent, and you do not want the component-level price to be included in the
invoice, you can set an attribute at the component level during order creation. For
more information about these attributes, refer to the Sterling Selling and Fulfillment
Foundation: Javadocs.

When a bundle is added as a recommended line in an order, the
IsLinePriceForInformationOnly flag is set to Y for the bundle's parent line and all
its components, ensuring that the entire bundle is not included in the order total.
The bundle total, however, is calculated based on the pricing strategy for the
bundle. For example, as shown in the following table, if a Surround Sound System
bundle is added as a recommended line in an order, and the pricing strategy for
the bundle is COMP (consider only component prices), the calculated bundle total
is $750.00 (five satellite speakers at $100.00 each = $500.00, plus one subwoofer at
$250.00).
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Item
Line
Type

Price for
Information
Only Qty. Unit Price Line Total

Bundle
Total

Surround
Sound System

Rec-
ommen
ded

Y $1,000.00 $1,000.00 $750.00

Satellite
Speaker

Y 5 $100.00 $500.00

Subwoofer Y 1 $250.00 $250.00
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Chapter 16. Discount Distribution in an Order

Pricing rules and coupons that result in a discount or charge being applied to an
order can be set up to distribute the adjustments in different ways. Discount
distribution takes place at two levels:
v Distribution of header adjustment to lines

Order-level pricing rules have a flag to determine whether or not to distribute
pricing adjustments to line items. Header-level adjustments are distributed to
line items based on the weighted average by price.
The ability to choose distribution at the line item level accommodates legacy
systems that may not be able to store adjustments at the order level, but instead
store adjustments at the line item level. Such systems might use the shipping
adjustments generated for an order to measure business throughput. The
preferred method for such systems might be to distribute order total discounts.

v Distribution of adjustment among lines of same products
Consider discounts generated as part of rules and coupons. For example,
consider a combination rule, Buy 3 of Item1 and get 10% off on an Item1,
applied to the order shown in the following table:

SKU Unit Price Quantity Discounts Line Price

Item1 $45.00 2 $4.50 $85.50

Item1 $45.00 1 $0.00 $45.00

The discount of $4.50 can be applied to either line, that is, the line with the
quantity of 2, or the line with the quantity of 1.
However, some systems may want to distribute such discounts across all items,
making it easier for the accounting system to keep track of the discount at the
line level. The distribution of discounts across the lines is controlled at the
Pricing Organization level using the Distribute non-uniform item adjustment
across the lines of the same item rule. When this rule is enabled, the discount
for the preceding order will appear as shown in the following table:

SKU Unit Price Quantity Discounts Line Price

Item1 $45.00 2 $3.00 $87.00

Item1 $45.00 1 $1.50 $43.50

Note: The Distribute non-uniform item adjustment across the lines of the same
item rule is applicable only when the pricing rule adjustment applies to one target
item. The rule is not applicable when the pricing rule adjustment applies to all
target items, for example, Purchase a TV and get 10% off on all cables.
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Chapter 17. Manual Adjustments

The Pricing Service enables a Field Sales Representative or a Customer Service
Representative (CSR) to manually adjust the price of a line total or an order total
during the creation or modification of an order. The adjustment may be a discount
or an additional charge. For example:
v In a quote scenario, a Field Sales Representative or a CSR can manually add a

discount to a line, based on the negotiation between the buyer and the seller.
v If a customer is not satisfied, or has had a bad experience with any of the

services that are provided, a Field Sales Representative or a CSR can appease the
customer by manually applying a discount to the order total.

In addition, manual price adjustment rules that enable a Field Sales Representative
to offer specific discounts in the form of coupons or promotions to certain
customers, can be configured. When creating a quote for a customer, a Field Sales
Representative can select a rule from the list of manual price adjustment rules
offered, and apply that selected manual price adjustment rule to the corresponding
quote. For example, a Field Sales Representative creates a quote for one HD TV
and one BluRay Player, and then selects and applies the following manual price
adjustment rule to the quote:

Apply up to 30% discount to the order total, with a default discount of 10%.

In this scenario, if the Field Sales Representative does not specify the percentage of
discount to be applied, a default discount of 10% is applied to the quote, as
illustrated in the following table:

Item Quantity Amount
Manual
Discount Total

HD TV 1 $1,200.00 $120.00 $1,080.00

BluRay Player 1 $300.00 $30.00 $270.00

Line $1,350.00

Order $1,350.00

If, however, the Field Sales Representative specifies that a 20% discount be applied
to the order, a discount of $240.00 is applied to the HD TV and a discount of
$60.00 is applied to the BluRay Player, resulting in an order total of $1,200.00.

Note: A Field Sales Representative cannot apply an adjustment that exceeds the
maximum adjustment specified in the rule.

When a pricing rule is applied to an order, the promotion and the PromotionGroup
value of MANUAL are added to the order. Generally, a promotion applies to all
current and future lines in an order. However, a promotion can be applied to only
specific lines in an order. Also, the charges on the order and the order line will
have the IsManual flag set to M, indicating a manually triggered pricing rule. An
error is thrown if multiple IsManual values are set for a charge.

An attribute is set at the line level and order level of quotes, which enables users
to see the manual discount percentages that have been applied to the applicable
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line total and order total. The ability to view the manual discount percentages
applied to lines and orders can be particularly helpful for approvers during the
approval process.
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Chapter 18. Price Locking

You can set a price lock on a line’s unit price. Price lock freezes the unit price,
which in turn protects the unit price from being repriced when it passes through
the Pricing Service. Locking of prices is used by the Applications Manager and
price match scenarios. The Pricing Service does not determine the unit price again
from the price list for such locked lines.

Note: You can set a unit price for an item only if the IsPriceLocked flag is set to Y.
Otherwise, the Pricing Service calculates the unit price for the item.

Coupons and some pricing rules can still be applied to price-locked lines, unless
the flag IgnoreOnPriceLock is set to Y for the coupon or pricing rule. For example,
let us suppose that item A1 is price locked, and you have a coupon that gives a
10% discount if a quantity of 10 or more of item A1 is ordered. If a customer
orders 10 of item A1, the 10% discount will be applied to the A1 line item, unless
the flag IgnoreOnPriceLock is set to Y for the coupon rule.
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Chapter 19. Shipping Charge Calculation

A shipping user exit is invoked during the getOrderPrice API call to get the
shipping charge. Shipping charge calculation logic is externalized. The shipping
user exit is invoked if implemented, even if the shipping charge is passed in the
input. If the shipping user exit is not implemented, it uses the shipping charge
provided by the caller of the API.

The following types of shipping rules govern shipping charge discounts and
surcharges:
v Shipping Charge Order Total: These rules provide discounts on shipping charges

based upon order total. Discounts can be a fixed amount, a percentage, or a flat
fee shipping charge. You can attach the Shipping Charge Order Total rule to
customer segments, and specify the shipping types, products, or product
categories.

v Item Shipping Surcharge: These rules operate at the line item level to associate a
shipping surcharge with items that have a specified feature. Surcharges apply
only to the items that are shippable and have not been flagged for in-store
pickup.
For example, let us suppose that you want to charge an additional flat fee for
shipping oversized items such as refrigerators. You can create a feature type
called Oversized, and then create an Oversized: refrigerators feature and
associate it with all the refrigerators. When you create the item shipping
surcharge rule, you attach the surcharge by selecting the Oversized: refrigerators
feature.
When the rule applies to a product in the order, the system multiplies the
surcharge by the quantity of the product being purchased and adds the resulting
amount to the shipping charge.

Note: The shipping charge must never be less than zero.
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Chapter 20. Price Matching

A customer may discover that another retailer is selling the same items that the
customer ordered, but at a lesser price. In such a situation, the user can investigate
the customer's claims and price match the items, if necessary. After an order line is
price matched, the order line's unit price for that item is locked.

For additional information about price matching, refer to the Sterling Call Center
and Sterling Store: Implementation Guide.
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Chapter 21. Overview of Order Pricing

The Pricing Service acts as a hub for every order pricing calculation. Even if
pricing data is passed to a third party, the data is funneled back through the
Pricing Service before being passed to the consuming application.

When either pricing or repricing is triggered for an order, the Pricing Service is
called to determine the price that is applied to the order. This price is based on
price lists, pricing rules, and customer assignments.

What Triggers Order Pricing
Pricing (or repricing) is triggered for an order when you add a line, change prices,
or change the following values:
v Billing address
v Sold to address
v Carrier service code
v Buyer organization or seller organization
v Currency
v Promotions
v Pricing date

For order lines, pricing is triggered when you cancel or delete a line, change a
price, or change the following values:
v Delivery method
v Quantity
v Options
v Promotions

Pricing behavior for orders and order lines is configurable through the rules in
Sterling Distributed Order ManagementTM according to the requirements of your
Pricing Organization.
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Chapter 22. Configuration Rules for Pricing Orders

Several configuration rules determine pricing behavior.

You can configure the following pricing rules in Sterling Distributed Order
ManagementTM:
v Which date to use for pricing - Determines whether to use the current date or

the order date for pricing.
This rule is located in the Sterling Distributed Order Management Applications
Manager.

Note: By default, the Pricing Service uses the date specified in the order, if
available, to price orders.

v Name of the shipping charge adjustment field - Defines the charge category and
charge name that represent the shipping charge.
This is either a customer-defined shipping charge field or the default that comes
with Sterling Selling and Fulfillment Foundation, Release 9.1. This rule is located
in the Sterling Distributed Order Management Applications Manager.

v Use deprecated pricing functionality - Installation rule used after upgrade to
specify whether to use the integrated Pricing Service offered in Sterling Selling
and Fulfillment Foundation, Release 9.1, or the legacy Pricing Service
(deprecated functionality) from versions prior to Release 8.5.
By default, the deprecated pricing functionality is in effect after upgrade to
Release 8.5. If you uncheck this box after upgrade in order to enable the Pricing
Service for Release 8.5 or later versions, ensure that you define your pricing
configuration rules in the Sterling Distributed Order Management Applications
Manager and convert your price lists as described in the Sterling Business Center:
Pricing Administration Guide.
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Chapter 23. Data Selection Criteria for Pricing Orders

Prices and price adjustments for the lines in an order are determined by the data
that is passed to the Pricing Service. The Pricing Service uses the following types
of data to price orders:
v Pricing Date

For confirmed orders and quotes, a rule can be configured to determine whether
the Pricing Service uses the current date or the order date for pricing orders. For
draft orders, the Pricing Service uses the current date.

Note: If a custom pricing date is specified in an order or a quote, the custom
pricing date overrides the pricing date that is applied to the order or the quote
by a pricing date rule.

v Address
The Pricing Service uses an address in the order to determine the prices for the
items in the order. The address that is used is determined by the type of
customer in the order.
– For B2B customers, the Sold To address in the order is used. If a Sold To

address is not specified, the Bill To address is used.
– For all other customers, the Bill To address in the order is used.

v Customer Attributes
The Pricing Service uses the customer's attributes to determine the prices for the
items in the order. Customer attributes include Vertical, Relationship Type, and
Customer Level, and are tied to pricing rules and price lists. For example, if a
customer in an order has Customer Level=Gold, the Pricing Service uses the
price list and pricing rules that are assigned to Customer Level=Gold.
If a customer is not specified in the order, the Pricing Service will not consider
customer attributes to determine pricing.

For additional information about the data selection criteria for pricing orders, refer
to the Sterling Selling and Fulfillment Foundation: Javadocs.
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Chapter 24. Pricing of Recommended Lines in Quotes

Recommended line items in quotes are configured only for pricing information,
that is, the pricing for recommended items is displayed, but is not included in the
calculated total cost of the quote. However, if a customer decides to purchase a
recommended item in a quote, the recommended line item is changed to a regular
line item, the cost of the item is included in the calculated total cost of the quote,
and repricing occurs. As a result of this, if additional discounts or uplifts are
applied to the order, the changeOrder API throws an error, indicating that the
quote must be reworked.

Example

Let us assume that a Field Sales Representative creates a quote that contains the
items listed in the following table:

Item Line Type Qty List Price Unit Price
Automatic
Discount

Manual
Discount Line Total

Calculated
Total Cost

HD TV 1 $1,000.00 $1,000.00 -$200.00 -$100.00 $700.00 $700.00

Remote
Control

Recomm
ended

1 $50.00 $50.00 -$0.00 -$5.00 $45.00

The calculated total cost of the quote in this table is $700.00. It includes the cost of
the HD TV, but does not include the cost of the Remote Control, which is a
recommended line item.

The customer decides to also purchase the recommended item, the Remote Control.
When the changeOrder API is called, the line type is changed from a
recommended line item to a regular line item, as indicated in the following table. If
the quote does not contain any additional pricing rules, the order is repriced as
expected, that is, the cost of the Remote Control is included in the calculated total
cost of the quote, which is now $745.00.

Item
Line
Type Qty List Price Unit Price

Automatic
Discount

Manual
Discount

Line
Total

Calculated
Total Cost

HD TV 1 $1,000.00 $1,000.00 -$200.00 -$100.00 $700.00 $745.00

Remote
Control

1 $50.00 $50.00 -$0.00 -$5.00 $45.00

If, however, a quote contains a pricing rule that causes a price change to the order,
the changeOrder API will throw an error, indicating that the quote must be
reworked. For example, if a pricing rule, Buy one HD TV and get one Remote
Control for -100%, is applied to the quote in this table, the changeOrder API will
throw an error because the automatic discount of -100% for the Remote Control
causes a price change of -$45.00 in the quote. When the Field Sales Representative
reworks the quote and the reworkQuote API is called, the calculated total cost of
the quote is $700.00, as shown in the following table:
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Item
Line
Type Qty List Price Unit Price

Automatic
Discount

Manual
Discount

Line
Total

Calculated
Total Cost

HD TV 1 $1,000.00 $1,000.00 -$200.00 -$100.00 $700.00 $700.00

Remote
Control

1 $50.00 $50.00 -$45.00 -$5.00 $0.00
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Chapter 25. Profit Margins

When discounts are applied to order lines or order totals, users can benefit from
understanding the profit margin for the applicable order line or order total. For
example, if a Field Sales Representative sees that the profit margin for an order line
is too low, the Field Sales Representative may decide to adjust the percentage
discount applied to that order line. Also, an approver may look at the profit
margin of an order total to determine whether or not to approve a quote.

Profit margins are calculated as follows:
v Order line:

ROUND(((Total - Item.UnitCost*Qty)/Total)*100, 2)

Note: Total represents the extended price of the line, which is the unit price
multiplied by the quantity, plus or minus any charges or discounts considered
for profit margin.

v Order total:
ROUND(((Total - SUM(Item.UnitCost*Qty))/Total)*100, 2)

Note: Total represents the extended price of the order, which is the sum of the
unit prices multiplied by their quantities, plus or minus the sum of any charges
or discounts considered for profit margin.

A flag in the charge category table and the charge name table determines if the
applicable charge or discount in an order, such as shipping charge or manual
discount, should be included when determining the profit margin. By default, all
charge categories are included when determining the profit margin. If a charge
name does not have a value, its value will be inherited by its charge category.

Note: Taxes are not included in profit margin calculations.

For example, the following table shows the calculated profit margin for two items,
Phone and Tape Recorder, in an order:

Item
Item
Cost Qty.

Unit
Price

Automatic
Discount

Manual
Discount Total Profit Margin

Phone $60.00 1 $100.00 -$14.50 -$0.00 $85.50 (85.5 -
60*1)/85.5

(85.5 - 60)/85.5

25.5/85.5

28.81%

Tape
Recorder

$35.00 3 $50.00 -$15.00
(10%)

-$0.00 $135.00 (135.00 -
35*3)/135.00

(135 - 105)/135

30/135

22.22%
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The profit margin for the order total is 25.17%, which is calculated as follows:

Total: $220.50

Total Item Cost:
$165.00

Order Profit Margin
(220.5 - 165.00)/(2.205) = 25.17%
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Chapter 26. Bundle Pricing

You can set Item catalog pricing for bundles to compute in one of three ways:
v Parent-level pricing, where the bundle price is determined by the parent price.

For example:

Living room seating arrangement $2800.00

Sofa 3 seats $0.00 (included)

Lounge chair $0.00 (included)

Ottoman $0.00 (included)

Coffee table $0.00 (included)

Total $2800.00

v Component-level pricing, where the sum of the components determines the
bundle price. For example:

Living room seating arrangement $0.00

Sofa 3 seats $1820.00

Lounge chair $1100.00

Ottoman $50.00

Coffee table $80.00

Total $3050.00

v Mixed parent-level and component-level pricing, where the sum of both the
parent and the components determines the bundle price. For example:

LWL Notebook A38 $470.00

2GB Memory $0.00 (included)

60 GB HDD $0.00 (included)

Docking Station $120.00

3-year Service Plan $200.00

Total $790.00

This bundle pricing strategy can be defined for each bundle item in the Item
Administration catalog.
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Notices

This information was developed for products and services offered in the U.S.A.

IBM may not offer the products, services, or features discussed in this document in
other countries. Consult your local IBM representative for information on the
products and services currently available in your area. Any reference to an IBM
product, program, or service is not intended to state or imply that only that IBM
product, program, or service may be used. Any functionally equivalent product,
program, or service that does not infringe any IBM intellectual property right may
be used instead. However, it is the user's responsibility to evaluate and verify the
operation of any non-IBM product, program, or service.

IBM may have patents or pending patent applications covering subject matter
described in this document. The furnishing of this document does not grant you
any license to these patents. You can send license inquiries, in writing, to:

IBM Director of Licensing

IBM Corporation

North Castle Drive

Armonk, NY 10504-1785

U.S.A.

For license inquiries regarding double-byte character set (DBCS) information,
contact the IBM Intellectual Property Department in your country or send
inquiries, in writing, to:

Intellectual Property Licensing

Legal and Intellectual Property Law

IBM Japan Ltd.

1623-14, Shimotsuruma, Yamato-shi

Kanagawa 242-8502 Japan

The following paragraph does not apply to the United Kingdom or any other
country where such provisions are inconsistent with local law:
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORATION PROVIDES THIS
PUBLICATION "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
WARRANTIES OF NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS
FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Some states do not allow disclaimer of express or
implied warranties in certain transactions, therefore, this statement may not apply
to you.

This information could include technical inaccuracies or typographical errors.
Changes are periodically made to the information herein; these changes will be
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incorporated in new editions of the publication. IBM may make improvements
and/or changes in the product(s) and/or the program(s) described in this
publication at any time without notice.

Any references in this information to non-IBM Web sites are provided for
convenience only and do not in any manner serve as an endorsement of those Web
sites. The materials at those Web sites are not part of the materials for this IBM
product and use of those Web sites is at your own risk.

IBM may use or distribute any of the information you supply in any way it
believes appropriate without incurring any obligation to you.

Licensees of this program who wish to have information about it for the purpose
of enabling: (i) the exchange of information between independently created
programs and other programs (including this one) and (ii) the mutual use of the
information which has been exchanged, should contact:

IBM Corporation

J46A/G4

555 Bailey Avenue

San Jose, CA 95141-1003

U.S.A.

Such information may be available, subject to appropriate terms and conditions,
including in some cases, payment of a fee.

The licensed program described in this document and all licensed material
available for it are provided by IBM under terms of the IBM Customer Agreement,
IBM International Program License Agreement or any equivalent agreement
between us.

Any performance data contained herein was determined in a controlled
environment. Therefore, the results obtained in other operating environments may
vary significantly. Some measurements may have been made on development-level
systems and there is no guarantee that these measurements will be the same on
generally available systems. Furthermore, some measurements may have been
estimated through extrapolation. Actual results may vary. Users of this document
should verify the applicable data for their specific environment.

Information concerning non-IBM products was obtained from the suppliers of
those products, their published announcements or other publicly available sources.
IBM has not tested those products and cannot confirm the accuracy of
performance, compatibility or any other claims related to non-IBM products.
Questions on the capabilities of non-IBM products should be addressed to the
suppliers of those products.

All statements regarding IBM's future direction or intent are subject to change or
withdrawal without notice, and represent goals and objectives only.

All IBM prices shown are IBM's suggested retail prices, are current and are subject
to change without notice. Dealer prices may vary.
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This information is for planning purposes only. The information herein is subject to
change before the products described become available.

This information contains examples of data and reports used in daily business
operations. To illustrate them as completely as possible, the examples include the
names of individuals, companies, brands, and products. All of these names are
fictitious and any similarity to the names and addresses used by an actual business
enterprise is entirely coincidental.

COPYRIGHT LICENSE:

This information contains sample application programs in source language, which
illustrate programming techniques on various operating platforms. You may copy,
modify, and distribute these sample programs in any form without payment to
IBM, for the purposes of developing, using, marketing or distributing application
programs conforming to the application programming interface for the operating
platform for which the sample programs are written. These examples have not
been thoroughly tested under all conditions. IBM, therefore, cannot guarantee or
imply reliability, serviceability, or function of these programs. The sample
programs are provided "AS IS", without warranty of any kind. IBM shall not be
liable for any damages arising out of your use of the sample programs.

Each copy or any portion of these sample programs or any derivative work, must
include a copyright notice as follows:

© IBM 2011. Portions of this code are derived from IBM Corp. Sample Programs. ©
Copyright IBM Corp. 2011.

If you are viewing this information softcopy, the photographs and color
illustrations may not appear.

Trademarks

IBM, the IBM logo, and ibm.com® are trademarks or registered trademarks of
International Business Machines Corp., registered in many jurisdictions worldwide.
Other product and service names might be trademarks of IBM or other companies.
A current list of IBM trademarks is available on the Web at “Copyright and
trademark information” at http://www.ibm.com/legal/copytrade.shtml.

Adobe, the Adobe logo, PostScript, and the PostScript logo are either registered
trademarks or trademarks of Adobe Systems Incorporated in the United States,
and/or other countries.

IT Infrastructure Library is a registered trademark of the Central Computer and
Telecommunications Agency which is now part of the Office of Government
Commerce.

Intel, Intel logo, Intel Inside, Intel Inside logo, Intel Centrino, Intel Centrino logo,
Celeron, Intel Xeon, Intel SpeedStep, Itanium, and Pentium are trademarks or
registered trademarks of Intel Corporation or its subsidiaries in the United States
and other countries.

Linux is a registered trademark of Linus Torvalds in the United States, other
countries, or both.
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Microsoft, Windows, Windows NT, and the Windows logo are trademarks of
Microsoft Corporation in the United States, other countries, or both.

ITIL is a registered trademark, and a registered community trademark of the Office
of Government Commerce, and is registered in the U.S. Patent and Trademark
Office.

UNIX is a registered trademark of The Open Group in the United States and other
countries.

Java and all Java-based trademarks and logos are trademarks or registered
trademarks of Oracle and/or its affiliates.

Cell Broadband Engine is a trademark of Sony Computer Entertainment, Inc. in the
United States, other countries, or both and is used under license therefrom.

Linear Tape-Open, LTO, the LTO Logo, Ultrium and the Ultrium Logo are
trademarks of HP, IBM Corp. and Quantum in the U.S. and other countries.

Connect Control Center®, Connect:Direct®, Connect:Enterprise™, Gentran®,
Gentran®:Basic®, Gentran:Control®, Gentran:Director®, Gentran:Plus®,
Gentran:Realtime®, Gentran:Server®, Gentran:Viewpoint®, Sterling Commerce™,
Sterling Information Broker®, and Sterling Integrator® are trademarks or registered
trademarks of Sterling Commerce™, Inc., an IBM Company.

Other company, product, and service names may be trademarks or service marks
of others.
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